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Martin Dodge
• University of Manchester 

geography dept. since 2005 
• GIS background
• bit of a map geek, very 

interested in technology
• Politics of cartography, social 

practices of mapping
• Widening the scope of what 

can be mapped – cyberspace
• New forms of production of 

map information, 
(OpenStreetMap project)

• Broader space and visual 
culture



http://personalpages.manchester.ac.uk/staff/
m.dodge/mappingmanchester//e‐
catalogue_high_res.pdf







Mapping Manchester
• Overview maps, detailed plans, topographical and land 

ownership; schematic and diagrams; promotional charts; 
birds-eye perspectives and oblique aerial photos

• Larger scale for abstraction of reality
• Smaller scale gets close to materiality 
• Focus on map/plans of aspects of city has been little 

researched (infrastructures, water supply, underground 
facilities); technical and services spaces

• Linking to visual practices of the engineers and often 
architectural scale of drawings

• Understanding the intended structures and unrealised 
projects

• Untangling the stories behind the maps



Researching 
• Collaborators: UoM Library, Rylands Library, 

Manchester Archives and Local Studies, 
Chethams Library, MOSI, Mcr Bus Museum, 

• Supporters: Manchester Geographical Society; 
Manchester Statistical Society, some 
commercial sponsorship; ‘lone scholar model’

• Sources: conventional archives, technical 
archives, stores of plans and drawings, private 
collections, digital newspapers, …[incomplete]

• Sharing: digitisation, making things public, free 
access; copyright > creative commons; proper 
sources and acknowledgement





Public engagement via exhibitions

http://personalpages.manchester.ac.uk/staff/
m.dodge/Infra_MANC_catalogue.pdf



Making Post-war 
Manchester: Visions 
of an unmade city

3-24 June 2016
Manchester Technology 
Centre, Oxford Road

• Conceived by Richard 
Brook, and engaged a 
highly talented group 
of MSA students

• Dr Kevin Tan, MMU
• Eddy and Jack, 

Modernist Society
• Sponsorship by 

Bruntwood and BDP 



Various research 
strands
• Growing Manchester 
• Supplying Manchester
• War time Manchester
• Planning Manchester
• Moving Manchester
• Secret Manchester



Growing Manchester



Growing Manchester
• Laurent’s and Green’s maps, early 

1790s
• Sequence of street directory maps 

through c19th. 80+ different plans
• Held by Local Studies in Manchester 

Central Reference Library
• Digitised by UoM library, and then 

shared online
• Valuable resource for tracking urban 

growth and key facilities (churches)
• But also cartography is tricky 

historical source (dates, accuracy, 
coverage, completeness, etc) 



A Plan of Manchester and Salford, drawn from an actual survey by William Green, begun in the 
year 1787 and completed in 1794. (first large‐scale map of the city, printed on 18 sheets)



http://enriqueta.man.ac.uk/luna/servlet/s/2nky0e



https://www.flickr.com/photos/manchesterarchiveplus/sets/72157628617413397



http://manchester.publicprofiler.org/



• Several important nineteenth century 
surveys of Manchester, which are 
published in discontinuous and multi-
sheet form
– Goad fire insurance maps
– Adshead map of Manchester (24 

sheets)
– Bastow housing condition survey map 

(many sheets, 50+?)

• New challenge would apply the better 
methods of georeferencing and digital 
image tiling techniques

• Create a continuous new map that 
matches current geography 





Supplying Manchester



“The rivers in the basin of the Mersey are in a very foul state: 
The Medlock at Manchester is covered with a scum so thick that 

birds can walk over upon it”

• Hydraulic city – largely unseen 
channelling, culverting and controlling 
water into, through and out of a city 
for social purposes

• Focus on c19th Manchester as the 
‘Shock City’ and major hydraulic 
infrastructures constructed; largely 
still in operation today although 
political economy is changed 

• Ways maps work in making the 
hydraulic city



The Longdendale water supply system envisioned in map, section and 
tabular form. (Courtesy of Manchester Archives and Local Studies Library.) 



http://enriqueta.man.ac.uk/luna/servlet/s/kaz37g



http://enriqueta.man.ac.uk/luna/servlet/s/j1g59h



Changing Thirlmere from a lake to a controlled reservoir. (Source: Insert map in 
Harwood, J.J. 1895 The History and Description of the Thirlmere Water Scheme) 



Mapping the aqueduct 
routes from the  
massive Lake District 
reservoirs to 
Manchester, 1917. The 
sheer scale of the 
hydraulic engineering 
represented is 
impressive (Courtesy of 
Manchester Archives 
and Local Studies 
Library.) 



http://www.mangeogsoc.org.uk/pdfs/centenaryedition/Cent_03_Sherratt.pdf







Initial 8 mile long canal from Worsley to very edge of 
Manchester city centre, with wharfs and warehouses 
built at Castlefield





Panorama of the Manchester Docks, from the Illustrated London News, 2 May 1925

Huge assemblage of docks, Trafford Park, 
railway freight yards, workers housing

http://personalpages.manchester.ac.uk/staff/m.dodge/ILN_panorama_of_Manchester_docks_1925.pdf









https://archive.org/details/historyofmanches01leecuoft



http://personalpages.manchester.ac.uk/staff/m.dodge/mappingmanchester/leech/Manchester_
Ship_Canal.html



http://luna.manchester.ac.uk/luna/servlet/s/2c2g1t



http://www.mangeogsoc.org.uk/pdfs/centenar
yedition/Cent_08_Tracy.pdf





Bombing Manchester







http://luna.manchester.ac.uk/luna/servlet/s/ap27di



http://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/greater‐manchester‐
news/manchester‐blitz‐bomb‐sites‐map‐10465447

Dean Kirby



Planning Manchester



• Written under war‐time 
conditions

• Comprehensive 
coverage 

• Nearly 300 pages long
• Dry, descriptive text but 

creatively illustrated
• Many colour maps and 

plans















“Forty Years of Planning the Future of Manchester: The Key Plans” 

www.mappingmanchester.org/plans
https://issuu.com/cyberbadger



Moving Manchester

Up and Above 
Down and Below



1950s helicopters, hope.. hype…



Scheduled inter-city service

Trial services for paying passengers: 
• Liverpool – Cardiff, 1950-51
• Birmingham – London, 1951-52
• London: Waterloo – Heathrow 
shuttle in 1955-56 



Planning for the helicopter 
• How to insert new mode of mass transport into 

existing city fabric….? centrality of heliport
• Logic of the rooftop landing
• Commonsensical at first glance. Get above 

congestion on streets below
• Some antecedence of (wild) speculations from 

the 1930s for city centre airports





• Multiple sites. Sensible ground level sites, on 
vacant space, redundant land 









http://personalpages.manchester.ac.uk/staff/m.dodge/Dreaming‐of‐
Helicopter‐Travel‐in‐the‐1950s_Historic‐Society_paper.pdf







Monorail for Manchester











Guardian newspaper
15 January 1975, p.6



Secret Manchester



COLD WAR CONTEXT

• Post-war, atomic age Britain
• 1949: Soviet atom bomb 
• 'civil defence was about the preservation 

of Government (the State) and not about 
protecting the general populous‘

• Urban planning – ‘dispersal’, 
architecture – ‘target hardening’

• Essential national infrastructure



Scheme 567,‘Guardian’



BT Archives, TCB 417 /E19882; E19982

Construction – a lot of 
effort expended



Central tunnel sectionsCentral tunnel sections



Technical obscurity

Not only did equipment become rapidly out-
dated, but the site wasn’t actually 
protective in terms of radioactivity. The 
standard air filtration system was thought 
to be sufficient.



BT Archives, TCB 417 /E24044







http://personalpages.manchester.ac.uk/staff/m.dodge/GUTE‐LCAS.pdf



http://hidden‐manchester.org.uk



Conclusion – more Mapping 
Manchester to come

• Narration and joining up 
the dots

• Better access, value‐added
• More maps to capture and 
share; (the problem of 
Salford!)

• Books: Post‐war 
Manchester: Plans and 
Projects edited collection; 
Mapping Manchester 
coffee‐table monograph


